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NOTICE

BEFORE INSERTING YOUR SPEED MACHINE II MODULE IN THE HP-41, 00 A

“MAL TER CLEAR™.

WHILE DEPRESSING THE CLEAR KEY, TURN ON THE HP-41: THEN RELLASE THE

CLEAR KEY.

THE DISPLAY SHOULD READ, "MEMORY LOST".

TURN THE HP-417 OFF AND INSERT THE SPEED MACHINE II MODULE.

TURN THE HP-41 ON AGAIN AND YOU ARE READY TO START.

SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEM WITH THIS PROCEDURE, REFER TO THE HP-41

OWNERS MANUAL.
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TRACES
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(cont.)

een TrackHMAant

5A Santa Anita 2 {(—&)

Sac Sacramento 2

Sar Saratoga 24 (2)

SFe Santa Fe 1

Spt Sportman®s Fark 23 (9)

Sth Stockton il

Sut Suffolk Downs 12 (—&)

Sun Sunland Park 2

Tam Tampa Bay Downs 11 (3%)

Tdn Thistledown 10 (—5.7)

Tim Timonium 192 (.6) 6 1/72F = "about"

Tur Turf Faradise 2

Was Washington Fark 11

Wi Woodbine 3 (—1.3)

YM Yamika Meadows 8

Grass Tracks

AF Arlington Fark (I) 29

AF Arlington Park AD

Agu Aqueduct a1

Atl Atlantic City 32

Bel Belmont (I) 54

Bel Belmont 3E

Br Eav Meadows 46

Circ Calder 35 1 1/8 = "about"

Dar Darby Downs (Beulah) 3

Del Del aware Fark 56

Dm Del Mar 37

FE Fort Erie =

FG Fair Grounds 46

GG Golden Gate Fields 51

GF Gul fetream Fark ze

GS Garden State Fark 53

Haw Hawthorne 40

Hi a Hialeah 41

Hel Hollywood Fark E22

L.aD Lowisiana Downs 3

Lrl l.aurel 43

Med Meadowl ands 44

Mth Monmouth Fark 44

Fen Fenn National 46

Fim Fimlico 45

RD River Downs 44

56 Santa Anita 47

Sar Saratoga (I) 55
Sar Sarataga 48

Suef Suffolk Downs 49

Tuk Turf Faradise 44

Wat Waterford Park S50

Wo Woodbine (I) 31

Wo Woodbine 52

(X) = Variant equal to Variant of 20 in Daily Racing Form (tm)
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INTRODUCTION

SPEED MACHINE used with the HF-41 is a thoroughbred handicapping
method that utilizes final and fractional race times and adjusts
ratings for each horse based on distances raced, wel ght carried,
and post position. ’

This manual describes the operation of vour SPEED MACHINE Module.
For information concerning the operation of the HF-41 please
refer to the HF-41 Owners Manual.

Installing and Removing the SPEED MACHINE Module:

CAUTION: Be swe that the HP-41 is turned off before
inserting or removing the SPEED MACHINE Module.
Otherwi se, the HF-41 may he damaged or its
operation disrupted.

The SPEED MACHINE Module can be plugged into any HF-41 port. I+
the HFE-X Function Module and Time Module are used with the SPEED
MACHINE Module, please refer the Time Module Owner®s Manual for
inserting instructions.

The SFEED MACHINE Custom Fevboard or Custom Overlay should be
placed over the HP-41 kevboard.

SPEED MACHINE is designed for simplicity of use and the following
sections will take vou step by step through each operation, all
of which are prompted by direct questions for which vou will ive
direct answers. The information vou will enter is contained in
the Daily Racing Form (tm). If vou are unfamiliar with the Daily
Racing Form (tm), complete instructions for reading it are
available in the publication or in separate instructional
pamphlets.

SPEED MACHINE is capable of storing information on 120 horses,
all money bet and collected, and race times and contains
statistical information on over 93 tracks in the U.5.4., Canada,
Mevico and Fusrto Rico. Tracks in South and Central America may
also be used.

Remember, whatever information vou put into SPEED MACHINE will
stay there until vou take it out. Turning SPEED MACHINE on and
off will not affect the information already stored.

In order to obtain the best possible results from SFEED MACHINE
you should save the Official Racing Charts from vou track.
SPEED MACHINE will sometimes ask vou for information not
available on the past performances of a horse. It is possible to
skip this information or interpolate it, however, doing so will
produce inferior results in the long run. Also, comments on
trouble that a horse may have encountered during the running of a
race may help vou to decide whether or not its performance in
that race should be excused and another race used in its place.
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SFEED MACHINE Fevyboard and Overlay

(Top to Bottom / Left to Right)

Direct entry race distances from 4 1/72 furlongs to

2 miles.

ADD~ Used in UFDATE to add a horse to an existing

fila.

CHANGE~ Used in LWPDATE Lo change a horse's scores.

SHIFT Used to snter functions labeled in Gold and

Gir een.

RACE PROGRAM Main Prgram for entering each

horses data,

RANE. HORSES Ranks the field and displavs the top 4
horses.

UFDATE HORSES- Used to add, change or remove a

horse's scores because of soratches, overwsights,

aor post position changes.

HORSES SCORES- Used to see scores of an individual

horse or an entire race field.

SPLITS Used to snter fractional times with the

Time Module.

NO- “Answer Lo displaved questions.

NEGATIVE~ Changes numbers to negetive values.

OFF TRACE Answer to displaved question.

$ MANAGEMENT~ Direct entry into Money Management
Mode.

WIN- Direct entry for WIN bets.

7 Mumber SEVER. :

REMOVEUsed in update to remove a horse from an

existing race field.

FLACE~ Direct entry for FLACE hets.

8 Number EIGHT.

SHOW Direct entry for SHOW bets.

?- Number MINE.

SEE %- Used to see information stored in Money Man
agement,

DAILY DOUBLE- Direct entry for DAILY DOUBLE bets.
4 Number FOUR.

EXACTA~ Direct entry for EXACTS bets.

S~ Mumber FIVE.

TRIFECTA~ Direct entry for TRIFECTA bets.
6 Number 5IX.

EXCUSE~ Answer to displaved question.

VIEW- Used to see times stored with Time Module.

YES~ Answer to displayed question.
FICK &~ Direct entry for multiple race bets.

1- NUMBER OME.

BACK STEP~- Used in RACE PROGRAM and UPDATE to re-

enter data. (Must press <NEGATIVE: ~ <ENTER>)
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SFEED MACHINE Keyboard and Overlay

MISCELLANEOUS $— Direct entry for MISCELLANEDUSbets.

2= MUMBER TWO
SKIP Used to skip over entry of fractional timesin RACE FROGRAM and UFDATE.
(Must press NEGATIVE: - CENTER +)
J Number THREE,

TIME~ Direct entry into Time Module.
O— Number ERO.
OMIT Used to omit a horse in RACE PROGRAM or LiFeDATE.

«= DECIMAL POINT.
ENTER Used to enter all information other thandirect entries.

NOTED Functions labeled in Gold and Green are entered by Firstpressing the SHIFT key, which ig also colored in Bold andGreer. These functions are race distances from 1 1/18 to2 miles, all Money Management functions, and Time Modul eEXIT.

Direct entry keys (it is not nacessary Lo press the ENTERkey after pressing a function kev) are all racedistances, all Money Management functions, all Time Modulefunctions, RACE FROGRAM, FRANK HORSES, UPDATE HORSES, andHORSES SCORES.

MISTAKES: Use BACKSTER to step back through the RACE FROGRAM andUFDATE HORSES to reenter data.
If You press the wrong function key just press thecorrect function key to get to where vou want to be orturn SPEED MACHINE off and then back on.

OMITTING A HORSE: To omit a horse press OMIT - ENTER when you areasked in RACE PROGRAM or UPDATE for TODAYS WT.?. Zeroswill then be stored for that particular post position.
Examples of when you would use this function are for
first starters, a grass race where a horse has notrun
on the grass before, or a horse that has not run arace in this country. If for any reason you decide to
eliminate a horse use OMIT.
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SECTION I
RACE PROGRAM

after inserting the SPEED MACHINE Module and placing the Custom

Fevboard or Custom Overlay over the HF-41 kevboard vou are ready

ter start by pressing the ON button {vou will also use the ON

Button to turn the HF-41 off). You will then see displayed:

WORKING ~ SFEED MACHINE — SELECT

When SELECT is displaysad you may select any SPEED MACHINE

function.

Rules. (1) Use only the horses last I races.

(2M) Use the most recent race over the same race srface

(dirt or grass).

(3) Disregard the length of time since the horse's last

FACE.

Thus? (1) I+ the horse's last 7 races were on the dirt and

today's race is on the grass, OF vice versa, pass the

horse.

(2) Dirt and grass races are not interchangeable.

(3) Ae long as the race being used 18 one of the horse’s

last 3 races and over the same suwface it is

acceptable, regardless of how long ago it was ri.

Off track: Any dirt track not listed as fast or good.

any grass track not listed as firm, good, or hard.

You may wee any race aver an off track if it is the horse's first

or second lifetime start or first race with blinkers on or off.

The procedures that follow are used for races over dirt or Qrass

tracks, regardless of whether or not today’s races are over an

off track.

Note! Before entering today's track when in the Race Frogram you

may exit the race by tuning the HF-41 off or by pressing

another function key and return to the same race when

MECeSSary.

Fress___________Display____.Explanation_

RACE FPRGM RACE Momentary Display that lets vou

know that the correct key was

pressed.

NEW CARD? Are vou starting a new day (ves)

or continuing entries for a day

already begun (na). For this

gx ample >

YES - ENTER RACE 1. SPEED MACHINE clears all previous

race information from its memory

and momentarily displays the race
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DisplaeeeABRBYen

NO. HORSES

TODAYS TRACK

TODAYS DIG. 7?

FF.1.

TODAYS WT.?

LAST TRACK?

LAST DIS.7?

LAST PFP.7?

LAST WT.??

Explanation

number For which vow will he

er tering the new information.

Had vou answered <NO>, SFEED
MACHINE would have gone directly
to the next race number.

How many ri will be in the

race? Be careful to enter the

carrect number because vou cannot

add a horse to an established

field. Alen watch for grass

races run oat "about" distances.

These races are sometimes limited

to less than the. normal 12

entries because a temporary rail

is installed well out from the

inner hedge, therefore limiting

the size of the field for safety

FEHBONE However, if for any

reason the grass race is moved to

the main track, more horses may

les allowed to run than were

originally anticipated. When

this situation is a possibility,

WEL should enter the maocd mam

number of horses that could run

uncer Arty circumstances to

IEEEVE GLACE that May bre

required. For this example:

at what track will the race be

Furnt booday? Enter the track

number from the list furnished.

For this example:

What dis the distance to be run

today For this race? For this

example

Momentary display that lets vou

know that vou will be entering

information on the correct horse.

What weight will the horse carry

tor this race? For this example:

Where did the horse run its last

race? ("Last" always stands for

the race being rated.) Enter the

track number from the list

furnished, For this example:

At what distance did the horse

run its last race? For this

ample

From what post position did the

horse run its last race? For

this example?

What weight did the horse carry
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116 — ENTER

4 — ENTER

0 — ENTER

46 — ENTER

2 — ENTER

22.3 - ENTER

3 — ENTER
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(cont.

TRACK VAR.?

FINAL TIME?

BEAT LENGTHS

4F TIME?

BEAT LENGTHS

2F TIME?

BEAT LENGTHS

56 64.9 72.7

Explanation

in its last race? Fer this

example:

What was the track variant for

the day of the horse’s last race?

Enter the correct SPEED MACHINE

COMPUTERIZED DAILY VARIANT i+ vou

are a subscriber (Gee Pg. 18).

Otherwise use the daily variant

in the Daily Racing Form (tm),

vor own variant, or oa variant

from another gaily vari ant

BEYIE. For this example:

What was the final time of the

horse's last race? It is not

necessary to enter the minute,

whl oh SFEED MACHINE AGSLIME.

enter the seconds and fifths

separated by a decimal. The only

evceptions to this are races of 3

furlongs and 1 1/74 miles where a

&H must he entered in front of the

seconds and Fifbhs (Los. Lal

would be entered £1.58 for

    

  

  
Ka Bu Furlong race and 2:05 1/5

would he entered as 65.1 for a 1

174 ini le race). Fe this

axampl es

How many lengths was the horse

behind the leader at the finish

af the race? For this examples

What was the 4 furlong (1/72 mile)

time the horses last race? For

this example:

How many lengths was the horse

behind the leader at the 4

furlong call? For this examples

What was the 2 furlong (174 mile?

time in the horse’ s last race?

For this example:

How. many lengths was the hoarse

babi nd the leader at the #

furlong call? For this examples

Momentary display which indicates

that reading reading from left to

right the next numbers in the

display will represent a spsed

rating for the horses last races

Early (2 furlong), Intermediate

(4 Furlong), and Final (6 fur-—

ong? times.

These numbers will be displayed

until you press the ENTER key so
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(cont.

ExplanationBY,eeecnemme ceretvno 20, 2 BLN AL ereteni i | 1 | i | } 1 | i i ¥ i

that 14 vou are nob using a

printer they can be weitten down

if smo desired.

ENTER EX OR OFF TR Was the horse's last race over an

off track or did the horse have

ET grouse in dts last race?

SPEED MACHINE will accept three

answers to this guestion: NO, OFF

TRE, or EXCUSE. If vou press <NO

- ENTER», SPEED MACHINE will move

on to the borse in the next post

position. I¥ the answer is OFF

TRE —~ ENTER», vou will be promp~

ted to enter more information for

the same post position. Im this

case vou will be teving to prove

the horse's last race as usable,

ever though it was over an off

track. For this purpose, use the

horses last race on a fast. or

good track (Firm, good or hard if

grass) without an excuse (go back

over three races if necessary).

fi race in which the horse had an

procuse hut still matched its race

pver an off track is also ac-

ceptable, I+ the race used is

worse bhan the off track race it

will be retained by SPEED MA-
CHINE. I the race used is equal

to or better than the off track

ERE, the off track race will be

 

that horse. I+ the answer 1s

TEXCUSE ~ ENTER», do the horse’ s
last previous race on oo the same

surface (dirt or grass), but do

not go further back than the last

thires races. If the second race

done is better than the EXCUSE
race it will be retained by SPEED

MACHINE, otherwise the first race

entered will remain the operable

FACE for that horse. These

procedures may be repeated as
often as necessary. For this enx—

amples

NO —- ENTER FFP.2. Momentary display that lets vou

TODAYS WT.? know that vou will be . entering
information for Post Position #2.

SPEED MACHINE would then begin
prompting you for information for
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(cont.

Fress____Display_____Explanation

this post position, but since we

arg not going to completes the

race at this time turn vour SPEED

MACHINE off. Had vou completed

all of the required steps for all

horses in the race, the display

would have read:

  

CONTINUE NOW If vou enter ES wow will pro
cased to the next race. I+ vou
wish to stop, enter <M».

Special Conditions

Longer Sprint to Shorter Sprint: When Today's Distance is a
sprint and the Last Distance was a sprint of longer than 6

furlongs (&6F) SPEED MACHINE will ask vou for the &F Time and

Beaten Lengths from that race after vou enter the Beaten

lengths for the Final Time. If the information is not
available, press <8KIF - ENTER» and SPEED MACHINE will skip
that entry and continue the Rece Frogram.

Sprint to Route: When Today's Distance is a route and the Last
Distance was a sprint, SPEED MACHINE will not ask vou for a 2
Furlong (ZF) Time. Instead SPEED MACHINE will use the 4
Furlong (4F) Score for the Early Rating, the Final Score for
the Intermediate Rating, and SPEED MACHINE will interpolate a
Third Score as the Final Rating.

Route to Sprint: When Today®s Distance is a sprint and the Last
Distance was a route, SPEED MACHINE will ask vou for the 2F
Time and Beaten Lengths from that race. For proper
comparison with other horses in the race vow may not skip
this entry even if vou lack the chart to find the correct

information. Instead, divide the 4F Time from the route race

in half and use the Beaten Lengths from the 4F call (i.e., if
the 4F Time was 148 and the Beaten Lengths were 2, use 2324 as

the ZF Time and 2 as the Beaten Lengths.

Final Times Only: When Today's Distance is over | 1/4 miles,

SPEED MACHINE does not use fractional times and, in some

cases, only Final Times will be available for comparison.
Examples of this would be races on dirt or grass where

fractional times are not given either because the races were

run at "about" distances or no tele tiner was available to

record the times. Do not try to compare horses with Final

Times only to horses for which you also have fractional
times. They will not mix. Use Final Times only. After
entering the Final Time and Beaten Lengths from the horse's
Last Race vou will be prompted for a 4F or &6F Time. Fress

“SBEIFP — NEGATIVE — ENTER>, and a Final Score only will he

displayed for thal horse.
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Section II

UFDATE HORSES

Turn vour SPEED MACHINE back on and complete the following steps.

Display ExplanationTEBEeee

UPDATE HORSES RACE Which race do vou want bo update?

For this example:

1 — ENTER UFDATE TYFE There ars three answers to this

question: ADD, CHANGE, and =

HOVE, ADD ds used to add horses

to a field after a horse has heen

zoratched. CHANGE is used to

change a horse’s scores for any

reason, such as a jockay over

weight, post position change, or

because a mistake was made in the

ariginal entry. REMOVE is used

to scratch a horse when the race

i: done before the morning

soratohes have been made. Wher

removing a horss from oa race you

must re ve the i number

post position : then the

next highest, and =o forth. For

this example!

CHANGE — ENTER HORSE FF. 7? What post position do vou wish to

change? For this examplsi

2 — ENTER TODAYS TRACK You are now in the Race Program
and the same steps will bre

followed as in Section 1. Enter

the same information that vow

wmed in the Race Program example,

answering NO to the OFF TRE or

EXCUSE cuestion. When the

avample has been completed the

display should read: :

56 64.9 73.7 The reason for a different Final

Score dis that SFEED MACHINE had

made a post position adjustment

in post position one.
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again and enter the information fer Fost
and then Post Fosition #4 as listed below.

 

T
o
T

~ iJ Jd i g
n

+
f
. 2 = -
—
t 3 i

DisplayB.P.#3_  F.P.#A

RACE? 1 1
UPDATE TYFE? CHANGE CHANGE
HORSE F.FP.7? 3 4
TODAYS TRACK 1 1
TODAYS DIS. 7? &F &F
TODAYS WT. 7? 116 116
LASTTRACK? 2 I
LAST DIS. 7 &F &F
LAST F.P.7? 1 1
LAST WT.? 116 1164
TRACK VAR. ? b &
FINAL TIME? 12.2 12.2
BEAT LENGTHS 1 2
4F TIME? 46 44
BEAT LENGTHS 1 2
2F TIME? 22.3 22.3
BEAT LENGTHS 1 2
EX OR OFF TR NO NO

When finished with Fost Fosition #3 the display should read:

64 &7 T7203

Now press <SUPDATE HORSES: again and enter the information forFost Position #4.

When finished with Post Position #4 the display should reacts

60 65.4 71

Youd now have scores for post positions #1 through #4, To look atthem using HORSES SCORES, twn to Section III.
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Section III

HORSES SCORES

Press.Diselay______________Explanation_

HORSES SCORES RACE? Which race do vou wish to view?
For this example:

1 — ENTER WHOLE RACE? Do you wish to view the scores
tar every horse in the race?
This guestion may be answered
with YES or NO. For this
example! ‘

NO — ENTER HORSE F.P.7? Which horse’s post position do
vou wish to view? For this ex
ample: } :

1 — ENTER S56 64.9 72.7 These are the scores that wers
previously calculated for Post
Fosition #1. Now:

ENTER SELECT Your have exited HORSES SCORES
and may select any function.
However, instead:

HORSES SCORES RACE? Mow:

1 — ENTER WHOLLE RACE? For this example:
YES ~ ENTER S56 64.9 72.7 Momentarily displaved was FoFal,

then the scores for that post
position. Now:

ENTER S6 64.9 73.7 Momentarily displaved was P.P.2,
then the scores for that post
position. Fressing “ENTER: af-
ter sach horse's scores are dis—
plaved will advance vou to the
next horse until you have viewed
the entire race. Do so until
you are returned to YSELECT?".

Now turn to Section IV to rank the race.
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Section IV

RANE. HORSES

Press ____DisplayExplanation

RANK HORSES RACE? Which race do vou wish to rank?
For this example:

1 - ENTER 18ST - F.F.2

2ND ~ F.P.2

RD —- F.P.1

4TH — F.F.4 SFEED MACHINE has ranked the
field For the first race and has
displaved the results.
Had the information warranted,
vou would have seen displaved:

NO BET RACE This means that after comparing
all scores entered for all horses
in the race, no horse has the
proper characteristics tao be se
lected over all of the other

Horses and no bet should he made.
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Section V

MONEY MANAGEMENT

Money Management allows you to store and recall at any time allmoney bet and collected for @ight categories which ares: WIN,FLACE, SHOW, DAILY DOUBLE, EXACTS (Ferfecta — uinella), TRIFECTA(Triple), FIC & (Super &, ete.) , and MISCELLANEOUS, all MoreyManagement functions require vou to first press the SHIFT key
(Gold and Green) and then the function kev,

Pres meeePdsplayExplanation.

im

SHIFT - % MGMT FRESH START? SPEED MACHINE ix asking vou for
permission to clear out all
previous information which had
been previously stored in Morey
Management For this example:

YES —- ENTER SELECT You may now select any function
of SPEED MACHINE ard all eight
categories of bets have bean
cleared of all previously stored
information. For this example:

SHIFT — WIN WIN BET % How much money did vir het | to
WIN? For this @erample:

20 ~ ENTER PAYOFF? How much money did vou collect
for this bet? For this @rample:

6&0 — ENTER NET $40.00 Momentarily displaved will he the
Meat mount for that bet category
and then vou will be returned tor

SELECT Ag before, vou may now select Ary
function of SFEED MACHINE. Fea
this example:

SHIFT - D DBL D.DBL BET 4 How much money did vou bet on the
DAILY DOUBLET For this example!20 —- ENTER FAYOFF? How much money did vou collect
for this bet? For this example
press

34.40 —- ENTER NET $14.40 Again the Net Amount was  momen-—
tarily displaved and then VEIL
were returned to:

SELECT For this example:
SHIFT - MISC $ MISC BET 4 How much money did vou bet in

this category? For this erample:10 — ENTER PAYOFF? How much money did vou collect
for this bet? For this example

0 — ENTER NET $-10.00 Momentarily displayed will be the
Met Amount for this bet and then
vir will be returned to:

SELECT In order to see how you stand for
the dav:

SHIFT — SEE 4 DAYS TOTAL Momentarily displaved is the
BET $50.00 Day's Total Amount bet, col
COL $94.40 lected, and the Net result, The
NET $44.40 display then asks vou:
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(oomt.

SUBTOTALS?

YES ~ ENTER WIN

BET $20.00

COL. 4460.00
NET $40.00

DAILY DOUBLE
BET $20.00

COL. $34.40

NET $14.40

MISC.

BET 410.00

COL. $0.00

NET 4-10.00

SELECT

DATE?

DEC. 8,1983
or

12/8/82

Do vou wish +o sees where wou
stand for each individual Cate
gory of bet? Answer TNO and Yd
will be returned to "BELEDTY.,
For this example:
Momeritarily displaved are all
categories for which vou entered
a bet and the results for that
category. Only the categories
for which vou entered a bet are
listed, therefore hao Yin made
bets in other categories, they
too would have been ti sol ave,

 

Wher all categories have been
displaved vou are returned to

EL IF vouwr SPEED MACHINE had
connected to a printer when

youl entered SHIFT - x, the
display would have be
You may press CENTER and no date
will be printed, or Yeu may enter
the dave date for Your records,
Letters may be entered directly,
but, as with other Money Manage—
ment functions, vou must Firat
FHEE TEHHIFT before @rtering
mach number, Also, in this par-—
ticular mode of operation, SHIFT
= TIME: = "/" apd <OMIT> = SPACE
s50 that a date may be entered:
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Section VI

TIME

The Time Function reguires the use of the SPEED MACHINE module
with an HF-41CX or an HFP-410V with the separate purchase of
HF Time Module and X-Function Module. This function allows
to record, shore, and recall fracti (splits) and Final ro
times from races run at "about" distand and other instances
where fractional times are not provided by a particular track.

     
  

    
  

———————BbERlAYExplanation.ress

in-
f IME 002000. 00RO0D You are mow     

  

CLEAR HH: MM: 8S. hh ROO

ENTER HH: MM: 88. hh ROO shopw

To mnter Tim
SPLITS HH: MMISS. hh=RO1 You IE ore and

splits five times per

Only times entered

sing CBPLITSE> will

To stop the stop-ws

  

dora lb

  

  

 

   

    

 

stored.

sinh

recorded the times for

ro bo

the

  

 

ENTER HHI MM: 58. hh RE

SHIFT - T EXIT RACE? ace number by

ing CBHIFT: and

number. Fir
   

  
  

  

far

then the

This @xa

SHIFT - 1 — ENTER SELECT Yio have

stored the Limes

Ter all th

VIEW RACE? For which rs

view the

WHA ored the

Face #1, now:
SHIFT - 1 —- ENTER RACE 1 Momentarily displaved will

HH: MM: SS. hh ROO the race number of the ra

being recalled and then

times that were stored, The

display will then read:
ERASE TIMES? Do vou want to continue to

a the times recorded for

Face #1 or era them? Ar
EAR

YES or NO — ENTER ANOTHER? Do vow wish to recall another

race? Since vou only have

are race stored:
NO — ENTER SELECT You may now select any SPEED

MACHINE function, including
the Time Function to store

additional race times.

recorded ariel

for Race #1.

soba mess

sodo vos wish to

Since
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Section VII

USING THE CHARTS

  

  

  

  

 

fs noted wnder Special Conditions (Fg. 8) there are fir

SPEED MACHINE will ask vow for the &F Time and Fe

zprint longer than &F. The &F Time will

Chart for the rac 3 wird will ter disc

in order to make the entry.

     
    

 

  

 

cn the Beaten

following mar

 

   
  11

Ld.

 

7 Furlongs: The stretch c 1/78 mile

which coincides with

saben Lengbhs for the s

fpf ormance Line and you

    

  

 

  
      

   

 

   

the 1/8

paint in

: ; Lo the

the finish o ani
as the Beaten Lengths

6&6 1/72 Furlongs: The stirs

mile pole, in bhis

2 1A

WL]

silo
     

  

  
   
  

 

          
   

 

Also noted under Conditions, when a horse is going from a

pute race bo oa Hy, SFEED MACHINE will a Cfo the

; time and Beaten ; zs eon bhe route : Tier | ’

bree Found in the Result Chart for the ra Find ‘the

FLINL NIG pC Lon in at the add wun the

it was behind the 1e: th arc

total. Femember, the : wo 1d the horses

raring position and the le po ih ow ine the adler at each

call in the race. The Resalt “ford vill thie FUnming

posi tion at each cal and the | in front of the nest
hear ¢ seb rrmning 4th oat the -

      

 

  

   

   

   

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

 

      
  

 

   
  . Therefore, 14+ the . BOWES

call vou would add the lengths ahead shown for the first bhe

Fre at that point in the : in order to get the Besten

lengths for the subject horse.
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Section VIII

BEATEN LENGTHS

CHART

Beaten LenathSeenEVEBIeemenset

Mose (no) 0 2 Noses = 1 Head)

Head (hd) L125 (2 Heads = 1 Neck)

Neck (nk) "25 2 Necks = 1/2 Length)

1/4 «25

1/72 WG

F/4 TE

1 1

i174 1.25

1 1/2 1.5

1 =Z/4 1.75

2 2

etc.
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Section IX

DAILY VARIANTS

 

  

- in parentheses {) nest to ach major track is th eg tracksariant that equals a variant of 2dr be Dad ly Racing Formthmy. Therefore, if the variant in the Daily Racing “orm (hm dwfi gher or lower TL, the difference would added or subtracted from the bra variant shown in parenthe:

   

   

 

  

  

    

  

For example: The @oual s 20 for Agueduct ie —-1.

   
the variant in the cing Form (bm) were o ¥ Vind ened of

 

“tant of 1 for that
Racing Form (tm) was
in oa variant for tF

= oto 1, res "
if Thee variant in 3
subtract 2 from 1 resul

      Convers
     

 

We racognize that most speed handicappere produce thei oer Dg  ilyVariants or subscribe to any ong of several services available
 

 

Lyall of which can be used with SFEED MACHINE,

 

For thos who have not produced their own Daily Variants bef Cie,wer recommend the following books:

      

WinningattheRaces
Bye William L Cluiring, Ph.D.
William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1979,

  

 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 197%,

For those handicappers that play the four Florida trackage Cal-der, Bul fetream, Hialeah, and Tampa BaySFEED MACHINE COMPU-TERIZED DAILY VARIANTS are now available, A subscription form isenclosed. By the Spring of | 284, SPEED MACHINE COMPUTERIZEDDAILY VARIANTS should also be available tor major tracks in theEast, Midwest, and West :
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